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ABSTRACT 
 
 
 
 
“SEPTEMVRIICHE” NEWSPAPER  
AS A VISUAL REPRESENTATION OF  
THE STATE-PARTY-ART-CULTURE RELATIONS  
IN BULGARIA 1946-1993 
 
Tania Ivanova Pecheva 
M.F.A. in Graphic Design 
Supervisor: Emre Becer 
May, 2002 
 
This study lays in the general fields of “arts and politics” and “arts and state” 
relationships. These indisputably broad fields are restricted in this work by 
concentrating on a specific historical period (1946-1993), on a particular country 
(Bulgaria) and an actual event – the existence of “Septemvriiche” newspaper. In 
the first half of the work, the reader is introduced to the general historical and 
political circumstances and artistic events of the time. Consequently, the relations 
between the state and the party from one side and the sphere of art and culture 
from the other are shown by concentrating on the visual and textual appearance of 
“Septemvriiche” newspaper and the particular political and historical facts 
reflected on its pages.  
 
Keywords: Art, Culture, Politics, State, Communism, Socialism, Socialist 
Realism, Illustration, Bulgaria. 
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ÖZET 
 
 
 
 
BULGARİSTAN’DA 1946-1993 YILLARI ARASINDA 
DEVLET-PARTİ-SANAT-KÜLTÜR İLİŞKİLERİNİN GÖRSEL 
TEMSİLCİSİ OLARAK 
“SEPTEMVRIICHE” GAZETESİ 
 
Tania Ivanova Pecheva 
Grafik Tasarım MFA 
Danışman: Emre Becer 
Mayıs, 2002 
 
 
 
Bu çalışma, genel olarak “sanat ve siyaset” ve “sanat ve devlet” ilişkilerini ele 
almaktadır. Bu çok genel konular, bu çalışmada, belirli bir tarihi dönemde (1946-
1993) belirli bir ülkedeki (Bulgaristan) gerçek bir olay – “Septemvriiche” gazetesi 
– üzerinde yoğunlaşarak sınırlandırılmıştır. Çalışmanın ilk yarısında, okuyucuya 
dönemin genel tarihi ve siyasi şartları ve sanat olayları anlatılmaktadır. Daha 
sonra, “Septemvriiche” gazetesinin görsel ve metin yapısı ve sayfalarına yansıyan 
siyasi ve tarihi gerçekler üzerinde odaklanarak bir yanda devlet ve parti diğer 
yanda sanat ve kültür ortamı arasındaki ilişkiler anlatılmaktadır. 
 
Anahtar kelimeler: Sanat, Kültür, Siyaset, Devlet, Komünizm, Sosyalizm, 
Sosyalist Gerçeklik, Örneklerle Anlatma, Bulgaristan 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
 
 
 
 
Umberto Eco in the essay “Eternal Fascism” shares his experience of reading an 
announcement for the fall of Mussolini’s regime in Italy: “The announcement 
marked the end of the dictatorship and the return of liberty: the freedom of 
speech, the freedom of political association. For the first time in my life, I was 
reading – my God – the words ‘liberty’ and ‘dictatorship.’ With the power of 
these new words I was reborn as a western, free individual.” (37) 
 
 I had an experience similar to Eco’s, but with different results. I could not realize 
the difference and the power of these words then, and I am not sure that I can 
now. This is one of the reasons why the general topics of ‘the influence of politics 
over art and culture’ and ‘state governance of art’ were interesting to me. I was 
hoping that the ‘dissection’ of the problem would contribute to my own search for 
identity.  
 
Apart from this personal motive, there is another, more essential one. There are 
number of studies that analyze the relationships between the capital and the sphere 
of art. There are others that are attracted by the art-politics correlation. However, 
is seems that this problem is not well developed yet, particularly in its ‘influence 
of politics over art’ and ‘state-art intervention’ aspects. 
2 
In this study I will not attempt to solve the problem, however, my aim will be to 
show to a certain extent how this ‘influence’ might be executed in specific 
circumstances. Taking the case of the visual (and textual, as they are hardly 
separated) appearance of the only teenager’s newspaper in Bulgaria during its 
communist period (1944-1989), I will try to show one possible solution. The 
following years (until 1993) will be taken in account as well, as a possibility of 
distinction between the reflections of different political situations. 
 
Chapter two will give a brief account of the Soviet Union condition at the time 
Bulgaria joins it politically. This will mediate our understanding of the initial 
cultural and ideological base from which the analysis will begin. 
 
Chapter three will concentrate on the local political situation and its formal 
relations to the sphere of art and culture. Chapter four will give information on 
Socialist Realism as the method of artistic expression of the time. 
 
The case study in chapter five is divided into three subchapters, for two reasons. 
The first is structural – in order to mediate the structured representation of the 
material. The second is semantic. There are two major events, April 1956, and the 
end of 1970s and the beginning of 1980s. The first marks the end of Stalin’s cult 
of personality. The second is remarkable with the appearance of Liudmila 
Zhivkova in the Bulgarian cultural scene.  
 
All translations from Bulgarian in this work are mine, unless otherwise specified. 
The romanization of the Bulgarian and Russian names is done according to the 
3 
American National Standard System for the Romanization of Slavic Cyrillic 
Characters.  
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2 END OF WORLD WAR TWO: BULGARIA IN RELATION TO RUSSIA 
 
 
 
 
The end of World War II finds Bulgaria fighting on the Russian side (or Union of 
Soviet Socialist Republics (USSR), which it is by then). This fact appears to be a 
consequence of several different reasons. One of the major external factors is the 
pressure exercised over Bulgaria against its neutrality. At local level, this is the 
increasing growth of the pro-communist attitudes from one side and the traditional 
russophilia of the majority of the Bulgarians from the other. The first afterwar 
government consisted of only four (out of 16) communists but they held the key 
ministries of the Interior and Justice. From then on the communist party was to 
take full control over the country in the next five years. This initial advancement 
was to become a sustainable growth of the communist power – partly because of 
the remaining Red Army in Bulgaria after the end of the war, and because of the 
immediate interference at all government and party levels by attached Soviet 
advisors. Soon Bulgaria becomes a very close partner (‘brother’) of USSR, treated 
as a part of the union (it was recently revealed that there had been attempts to 
integrate the country officially into the Soviet Union). 
 
Simultaneously with the political affiliation to the Soviets, Bulgaria undergoes 
cultural and moral transformation. The transition from open, European, 20th 
century culture to the hermetically closed Soviet community begins. For the next 
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41 years (until Gorbachev becomes General Secretary of the Party in 1985) 
Bulgaria will be an inseparable member of this community. What Bulgaria 
attaches itself to is a consequence of a more than a century long development of 
ideas and structures. 
 
2.1    Russia: Political state 
When Bulgaria joins ideologically Russia, there have already been 15 years of 
Joseph V. Stalin’s rule. There is a story about him as follows: 
 
“When Joseph Stalin was on his deathbed he called in two likely successors, to 
test which one of the two had a better knack for ruling the country. He ordered 
two birds to be brought in and presented one bird to each of the two candidates. 
The first one grabbed the bird, but was so afraid that the bird could free himself 
from his grip and fly away that he squeezed his hand very hard, and when he 
opened his palm, the bird was dead. 
 
Seeing the disapproving look on Stalin’s face and being afraid to repeat his rival’s 
mistake, the second candidate loosened his grip so much that the bird freed 
himself and flew away. 
 
Stalin looked at both of them scornfully. “Bring me a bird!” he ordered. They did. 
Stalin took the bird by its legs and slowly, one by one, he plucked all the feathers 
from the bird’s little body. Then he opened his palm. The bird was laying there 
naked, shivering, helpless. Stalin looked at him, smiled gently and said, “You 
see… and he is even thankful for the human warmth coming out of my palm.” 
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True or not, this story is indicative of the nature of Stalin’s rule. There has been a 
tendency produced of his paranoid whims that his ‘enemies’ as well as people 
close to him, political colleagues, secretaries, interpreters, and bodyguards were 
‘disappearing’, arrested, executed or secretly murdered. From the mid-1930s, he 
sets about purging the Party leadership and armed forces in waves of show trials 
and mass-executions. 
 
This period, until Stalin’s death in 1953, is marked by the Stalinist cult of 
personality. 
 
 
2.2 Russia: Art and Culture 
 
In 1934, Stalin formally defines and introduces Social Realism as the official 
aesthetic of the Soviet Union, preceded by the abolition of independent art groups 
in 1932. This imposition marks a turning point towards the increasing control of 
art by the Soviet state.  
 
 
2.2.1 The Beginning of the Century 
 
 In the presiding years, after the October Revolution, different communist art 
groups are encouraged to experiment. The debate goes around the problem of 
what kind of style is most suitable for communist art, and around more general 
questions such as the function of art in this new society. This period of 
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comparatively ‘free will’ gives birth to artist such as Kazimir Malevich, Vladimir 
Tatlin, Sergei Eisenstein, Aleksandr Rodchenko, Varvara Stepanova and the 
Stenberg brothers, most of whom relate their names with the Constructivist 
movement.  
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.1 
 
 
 
 
 
In 1919 El Lissitzky begins to work on a series of abstract geometric paintings 
that he names “Proun,” an acronym for the Russian words translated as “Projects 
for the Affirmation of the New.” These paintings are a result of his aim in 
achieving a closer union of art and science and appear to be a major contribution 
to the Constructivist movement. 
 
The spirit of the goals set ahead by the constructivists could be felt in 
Rodchenko’s set of slogans (see Appendix A). The Constructivist’s art aims at 
unification of art and utility – translating the ‘spirit’ of the machine age and the 
El Lissitzky 
Proun 
Collage, gouache, ink, graphite 
50x60cm, Private Collection 
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new society into a practical visual form. The artists are called to stop creating idle 
aesthetic forms and begin producing useful objects; the artist is viewed as a 
worker, responsible for designing new products that could benefit the emerging 
Soviet state. 
 
This Model of the Monument to the Third International by Vladimir Tatlin (Figure 
2.2) as exhibited in Moscow in 1920, appears to be an incarnation of the 
communist ideal of that time. It reveals a highly centralized vision of both 
government and propaganda and shows the Constructivist’s desire of highly 
developed technology. When built in the reality, it was supposed to be the tallest 
building in the word. It would include a radio station and the whole structure 
would serve the purposes of propaganda. “The agitation center,” explains the idea 
Toby Clark, “would broadcast appeals and proclamations to the city. In the 
evenings the monument would become a giant outdoor cinema, showing news-
reels on a screen hung from the building’s wings and, in response to current 
events, appropriate slogans would be written across the skies from a projector 
station in letters of light. Manifestly impossible to realize at the time, the model 
acted as an icon for the future accomplishments of Soviet Modernization.” (80) 
This project of Tatlin’s has never been realized – because of financial and 
technological reasons in the 1920s and of ideological reasons later.  
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Figure 2.2 
 
Vladimir Tatlin 
Model of the Monument to the Third International 
Moscow, 1920 
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2.2.2   The Period of Social Realism 
 
The Constructivist’s ideas are not in contradiction to those of Marxism-Leninism 
in most respects, but later it is found that Constructivism would not be able to 
carry out the functions of art as it viewed in that time. The new political powers 
needed a stronger propaganda tool than progressive art itself. In conditions in 
which more than 80% of the population is illiterate, Constructivism could 
probably offer a certain amount of well-designed utilities, but as a visual 
representation – with its abstract forms – remains incomprehensible. In that 
respect, a ‘new’ form of art capable of carrying out the predetermined message is 
required. With its ‘easy to read’ forms, Socialist Realism is considered 
appropriate for the ‘new’ art, the art of the masses. 
 
When in 1934 Stalin imposes Socialist Realism as the official style of the Soviets, 
he justifies the doctrine on a “dubious interpretation of both Marxist theory and 
Russian cultural history” (Clark, 85). 
 
Although there are many texts published on Socialist Realism – those of 
Bogdanov, Trotsky, and Lunacharsky for example – there is no unified and 
authoritative text on Party aesthetics and culture. Instead, there are anthologized 
excerpts from Marxist-Leninist classics and works by Party leaders. “These 
classics, like the sayings of the leaders, were open to various interpretations”, says 
Leonid Heller and gives an example with M. I. Kalinin, who says: “We must love 
our motherland along with all the new that is taking root now in the Soviet Union, 
and display it, the motherland, in all its beauty … in a bright, artistically attractive 
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way”. Later he says: “Socialist Realism should depict reality, the living reality, 
unadorned.”(59) 
 
In fact, the term ‘realism’ does not appear in any text by Marx (according to 
Stefan Morawski.) Nevertheless, the later interpretations of his works in the 
sphere of aesthetics put emphasize on the importance of ‘realist’ representation. 
However, we might accept this to a certain extent, having in mind Marx’s 
collaboration with Engels and that Engels has written on the topic to which there 
are no objections from Marx’s side. Most clearly it could be seen in Engels’s 
letter to Minna Kautsky commenting on her book The Old and the New, where the 
matter is elaborated in a much more delicate manner than it appears in later 
interpretations: 
… I must set out to find something wrong, and here I come to Arnold. In 
truth, he is too faultless, and, if at last he perishes by falling from a 
mountain, one can reconcile this with poetic justice only by saying that he 
was too good for this world. It is always bad for an author to be infatuated 
with his hero, and it seems to me that in this case you have somewhat 
succumbed to this weakness. 
… The root of this defect is indicated, by the way, in the novel itself. 
Evidently you felt the need in this book to declare publicly for your party, 
to bear witness before the whole world and show your convictions. Now 
you have done this; you have it behind you and have no need to do so 
again in this form. I am not at all an opponent of tendentious writing 
(Tendenzpoesie) as such. 
… But I believe the tendency must spring forth from the situation and the 
action itself, without explicit attention to it; the writer is not obliged to 
offer to the reader the future historical solution of the social conflicts he 
depicts. Especially in our conditions, the novel primarily finds readers in 
bourgeois circles, circles not directly related to our own, and there the 
socialist tendentious novel can fully achieve its purpose, in my view, if, by 
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conscientiously describing the real mutual relations, it breaks down the 
conventionalized illusions dominating them, shatters the optimism of the 
bourgeois world, causes doubt about the eternal validity of the existing 
order, and this without directly offering a solution or even, under some 
circumstances, taking an ostensible partisan stand… 
(Engels, from: Letter to Minna Kautsky, November 26, 1885.Marxs and 
Engels on Literature and Art, 113) 
 
Another reason for this interpretation might be derived from the fact that Marx 
studies aesthetic phenomena in the context of socio-historical processes, i.e. art 
objects are not isolated phenomena, but are mutually dependent with other 
cultural activity of predominantly social, political, moral, religious or scientific 
character. 
 
Broadly, as Stefan Morawski says: “Realism was explicitly addressed and 
explored as a dominant theme of Marx and Engels; this does not mean they left no 
ambiguities in their approach, as we have it documented. Nor can we regard 
realism as their ultimate priority of concern in the arts, or, for that matter, as 
virtually their sole contribution to aesthetic thought – as various authors want to 
maintain.” (31) 
 
Thus, when later on in this work we encounter validations based on Marx’s 
theory, we might bear in mind the possibility of misinterpretation or even 
intentional misreading. 
 
Historically, V. I. Lenin develops initially the ideological ground for the party 
governance of the art. According to him, this governance is not only possible, but 
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necessary. In his 1905 article “Party Organization and Party Literature”, Lenin 
underlines that in spite of its specificity “Literature must become part of the 
common cause of the proletariat, ‘a cog and a screw’ of one single great Social-
Democratic mechanism set in motion by entire politically-conscious vanguard of 
the entire working class. Literature must become a component of organized, 
planned and integrated Social-Democratic Party work.”(25-26)  
 
Then in a resolution prepared in 1920 Lenin motivates the necessity of party 
guidance of the culture and art as “part of the tasks of the proletariat dictatorship.” 
In 1925, originating from this understanding, the Russian communist party 
accepts a resolution called “Of the party politics in the sphere of literature.” There 
we can find the statement that “the guidance in the sphere of literature with all its 
material and ideological resources belongs entirely to the working class” and this 
is the main guarantee for the successful execution of the “cultural revolution, 
which is a premise for the future development of the communist society.” (qtd. in 
Alexander Dunchev, 6) In this early resolution and other documents we find 
stated as a basic directions for the development in this sphere the ideologically-
aesthetic influence over the writers, formation of the principles of the socialist 
realism, redirection to the main stream literature towards the present day and its 
hero. Appointed are the methods of work with the writers who belong to the party 
and those who do not, the roles and the methods of the critics, the attitudes to the 
different styles and forms of literature. (According to Alexandur Dunchev) 
 
To the objections to the intrusion of the party in the cultural sphere Lenin answers 
like this: “Ladies and gentlemen bourgeois and individualists, we should tell you 
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that your words of absolute freedom are simply hypocritical…The independency 
of the bourgeois writer, painter, actress is simply concealed (or hypocritically 
disguised) in accordance to the money case, the inducement, the palimony.” 
Genuinely free is only the literature, which is “explicitly related to the proletariat” 
because it will serve “the millions of working people, who are the blossom of the 
country, its power, its future”, because “not the self-seeking and not the career, 
but the idea of socialism and the fellow-feeling to the working people will recruit 
new and new powers in its ranks.”(qtd. in Dunchev, 8-9) 
 
Georgy Ryazhsky’s The Collective-Farm Team-Leader (Figure 2.3) is one of the 
many examples of the approved in the 1930s Social Realism. As already 
mentioned, the principles of Social Realism are drawn from the traditions of 
Russian Populist, Marxist and Leninist ideas, though the legislative authority 
which they acquire are strictly Stalinist. “The theory of Social Realism,” says 
Toby Clark, “insists that the power to identify and control the direction of this 
historic progression [the one that leads to the bright future], and therefore to 
determine the correct representation of reality, is the exclusive property of the 
Communist Party. To its theorists, the idea that Socialist Realism is old-fashioned 
in style is irrelevant, for it is founded on four universal principles: narodnost 
(literally people-ness; accessible to popular audiences and reflecting their 
concerns); klasovost (class-ness; expressing class interests); ideinost (using topics 
relating to current issues); and partiinost (party-ness; faithful to the Party’s point 
of view).” (87) 
As already mentioned, despite the four principles, there are numbers of different 
interpretations of the method. For example, from an anthology on the topic edited 
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Figure 2.3 
 
Georgy Ryazhsky 
The Collective-Farm Team Leader 
1932, Oil on Canvas, 170x130cm. 
State Tretyakov Gallery 
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by Evgeny Dobrenko in 1990, Thomas Lahusen classifies the following ones: “a 
‘school of historical optimism’ (Dmitry Urnov); a ‘path into the barracks’ 
(Vyacheslav Vozdvizhensky); a ‘religion in disguise’ (Alexander Gangnus); a 
‘realism which penetrated the essence of life during socialism’ (Shamil Umarov); 
‘real socialist realism’ in the ‘artistic reflection of the truthfulness of life of the 
socialist era’ (Victor Vanslov); a ‘Stalinist myth’ (Arseny Gulyga); a ‘purely 
ideological and political concept’ (Vladimir Gusev); a ‘scientific concept…that 
one should not attempt to get rid of’ (I. Volkov); the ‘history of a disease’ (Yury 
Borev); the ‘epics of the victorious Revolution’ and a ‘socialist ideal free of 
deformations’ (Svetlana Selivanova); and ‘planetarium humanism’ (Vsevolod 
Surganov).” (22) 
 
Another creation of Stalin’s seems to be the monumentalism found in most artistic 
creations of that time. Again, according to Clark, “Lenin was opposed to the 
creation of his own personality cult, and seems to have had a genuine distaste for 
the elitism and individualism which it would imply.” (94). That is why most of 
Lenin’s depictions are created after his death and appear to be a way of justifying 
Stalin’s own status as his successor (see Figures 2.4 and 2.5). 
 
As a conclusion we might say that at the time Bulgaria becomes attached to the 
Soviet ideology, it finds the state of arts in an already well developed stage of 
officially approved Social Realism. It does not mean that anything else outside of 
the confirmed style is illegal. Formally, the artists are free to create in whatever 
style and form they might wish – but these works are to be kept in private and 
never shown in public. 
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Figure 2.4 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Alexander Gerasimov 
Lenin on the Rostrum 
1930, Oil on canvas, 
228x173 cm, 
Central Lenin Museum, 
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Figure 2.5 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Alexander Gerasimov 
Stalin in Red Square 
1941-44 
Oil on canvas, 279x184 
 Place unknown 
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3 BULGARIAN COMMUNIST PARTY IN RELATION TO THE STATE 
AND THE SPHERE OF ART AND CULTURE 
 
 
 
 
3.1  State/Party Relation 
 
To avoid the confusion of the use of the terms ‘Party’, ‘party’, ‘state’, or 
‘government’ in this text, an explanation at this stage is necessary. In fact, as we 
will see, all these terms are interchangeable to a great extent. This phenomenon is 
a consequence of the parallel structure of the party and the state. 
 
The functions of the state are much more clear than those of the party as the state 
itself is based on a deep tradition; its task is to make possible the social life. More 
obscure are the tasks of the party as a duplicate of the state. 
 
According to the doctrine, the party should “lead” the state. The party develops 
the general directions of the state politics and those of the government in 
particular. The party sees its goal as the building of socialism and communism. It 
determines itself as a driving force and an “engine” of the development on the 
road to this goal, and the state – as the most important “transmission” used by the 
party for the fulfillment of its ideals. It follows from this functional relation that 
the party appoints and controls the general task given to the state. In order to be 
able to execute this ruling over the state, the party creates a structure that 
duplicates and interacts with every level of the state government. For example, a 
dean of a given faculty reports the results from an exam session to his direct head- 
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the rector, but also to the local committee of the party under whose governance he 
is. Then he will receive a response and direction from both of them, where, if they 
are at the same level in the hierarchy, a priority is usually given to the 
representative of the party. This is executed at all levels of the state apparatus.  
 
“The supreme body of the party,” says R. J. Crampton, “was its congress which 
convened usually every five years; the congress elected the central committee 
which met in plenum at irregular intervals, and which could make important 
policy decisions. Those decisions, however, were usually to implement those 
already taken by the party’s most powerful organism, the Politburo, whose dozen 
or so members were chosen by the Central Committee. Party control was 
exercised through a number of mechanisms. In all factories and other places of 
work and in government units at every level the local party cell, ‘the primary 
party organization’, played a vital role in the running of the economic enterprise 
or government unit. Each primary party organization kept two lists; one, the 
nomenklatura list, contained those posts in its area of responsibility which were 
important enough to be taken only by trustworthy individuals; the second, the 
cadre list, contained the names of trustworthy individuals; information on all 
individuals was kept up to date by the informers each primary party organisation 
recruited. The nomenklatura system ensured that anyone who wanted access to a 
decent job would keep his or her ‘political nose’ clean; this was the base of the 
party’s social power. For those within the party who carefully towed the party line 
there was the promise of rewarding jobs together with privileges such as access to 
better shops, holiday resorts, hospitals, schools and other facilities.” (190-192) 
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The precise rule that governs the relations between the state and the party is 
somewhat complicated and incomprehensible for the ‘unprejudiced’ observer. The 
party apparatus has an advantage to the state apparatus only in general. This 
relation is not valid for every randomly taken level of the systems. A visualization 
of this is the following scheme, based on the one developed by Asen Ignatov in 
his “Psychology of the Communism”: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                         Figure 3.1 
   Scheme of Party-Government Functional Relationships 
 
 
The relations are additionally complicated by the fact that the party structure itself 
is divided: there are the Politburo and the Secretariat of the Central Committee 
(CC), between which, despite the formal advancement of Politburo, the relations 
Government 
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Minister 
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of subordination are not synonymous. The Secretariat, which ‘prepares’ the 
sessions of Politburo is able, through the First Secretary (who belongs in both 
organs), to influence over the directions of the formally higher-ranking Politburo. 
 
The scheme shows that in the common hierarchy of the system a Head of Section 
in CC stands higher than the Minister, and this is because the Head ‘observes’ 
several Ministers. Similarly, a Secretary of CC stands higher than the Deputy 
Prime Minister and only when the Deputy Prime Minister is also a member of 
Politburo (as it is in the uppermost cases but not in all) and the Secretary of CC is 
not, the Deputy Prime Minister has the higher rank. In addition, in the lower 
levels of ruling, the formal structure of hierarchy might shift if a person in a 
governmental position holds such in the party structure as well. 
 
From all these explanations, we might conclude that even when discussing matters 
of art and culture, it is difficult to distinguish where the directives are coming 
exactly from – the party or the government – nevertheless, in most cases they 
appear to be collaborations of them both, or at least approved and coordinated 
with the respective organs in both structures. Consequently, we might accept in 
general, that in most cases the terms ‘party’ and ‘state’ – if something else is not 
specified – are interchangeable and synonymous. 
 
 
3.2  Party/Art and Culture Relation 
 
Similarly as in the ‘Party/State relation’ case, the party plays an important role in 
the sphere of art and culture. The Ministry of Culture and the artists unions have 
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their respective structures within the party itself. “All our steps,” says Pavel 
Matev in a paper given to the First Congress of Bulgarian Culture in 1967, “we 
are making under the guidance of the Party. In the new conditions of mobilizing 
all forces and resources, of extending the democracy, the leadership of the Party 
increases enormously.” (40) Then he grounds the statement with the need of 
scientifically developed common national program of the development of culture 
of socialism; with the task of building a technical basis for socialist culture, for 
the development and modernization of the means of distribution of culture; with 
the need of involving the extensive masses in the assimilation of culture and the 
need for far-reaching communist, patriotic and esthetic education; with the need 
of developing the political organization of the society; and finally with the 
complicated international situation in which the Party conveys the historical 
responsibility of the future of the country. 
 
The artists and intellectuals are given comparatively free will to work and create 
under the party guidance. There is a debate in the literature of that time whether 
the conditions given to the artists are actually restrictive or, as the official position 
argues, are remarkably liberal and democratic. The first position is not present in 
fact, but is presumed by the arguments against it provided by advocates of the 
second point of view. Alexander Atanasov for example, in his “Beauty and 
Partiinost” book provides such arguments: “The bourgeoisie propagandists and 
revisionists are trying to give an impression that the role of the party and the 
communist state in the sphere of art is reduced to the level of administrative 
control over the artistic activities. This of course is fabrication. Lenin was for the 
party guidance of literature, but not as a rough administration – as ideological 
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influence.” (311) Then he cites Lunacharski (Russian writer and politician): “Yes, 
the state should be liberal in the sphere of art to a great degree, but a row of 
circumstances make this principle, in which the revolutionary power have no 
doubt, very difficult to apply in real life.” (312) Then Atanasov clarifies the 
meaning behind this statement with the difficulties in the international situation, 
the danger of ‘treacherous attack of the imperialists’ and the impossibility for the 
state to distribute everything produced in the sphere of literature and art. 
 
 The distribution of cultural products in fact appears to be one of the most 
powerful tools for control by the state. By eliminating all market mechanisms in 
the communist economy, the state remains the only link between art and its 
audience. In other words, the state has the power to choose which of the cultural 
products would complete their purpose by meeting the public. “The party 
guidance of culture,” says Atanasov, “is a complicated and many-sided 
relationship. Rejecting any involvement in the creative process, it includes in 
itself, naturally, a right of administration in the sphere of distribution of the 
cultural values through the respective organs. ” (313) Then he speaks of the need 
of power in the communist society, which expresses and defends the common 
interests of artists and consumers, which provides moral and material appraisal of 
the artistic production and takes care of its distribution. Such power, says 
Atanasov, could only be the party and the socialist state.  
 
The most representative of the official views in this debate is a statement by 
Todor Zhivkov – Bulgarian Leader (President and Head of the Party) for almost 
35 years – in a letter to the Bulgarian Art Academy: 
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We, as well as you, are convinced that the Marxism-Leninism, the method 
of Socialist Realism and the policy of the party in the sphere of art are 
broad enough to ensure the manifestation and expansion of all genuine 
national talents in their entire multiplicities and richness, and at the same 
time – they are ‘narrow’ enough not to allow the smuggling of views and 
influences foreign to our understanding of the role and the tasks of the art, 
foreign to the nature of substantial art. (453) 
 
Another aspect of the debate, derived from the supervision by the state over the 
art sphere, is the question of whether the state and party representatives – who 
usually are not professionals, are able and competent to judge matters of art. In the 
case of Atanasov, asking questions defends the party supervisors: “What does it 
mean to be artistically educated? To have completed high school? Or art 
academy? To be a doctor of history of art?” (309) Than he says that asking such 
questions is a sign of elitism, which in its turn contradicts the communist 
philosophy. Another argument is derived from the art “which is created with 
intention not to be ‘decipherable’ at all by the public, no matter how educated the 
public is” (310) – which refers to the way of writing of the new Hegelians. The 
defense is completed by the argument that a basic education might be sufficient 
for the working class to be able to express judgments, mostly because they are 
living people, and that what is art about – the meaning of human life, the fight for 
freedom and happiness.  
 
In his 1976 book “Current Problems of the Party Guidance of the Art” Alexander 
Dunchev defines some of the methods of the party guidance. Persuasion, based on 
Marxist-Leninist approach to the reality is the foundation of all methods. Special 
importance is given to its total application to every sphere of life supported by the 
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newest scientific inventions. In the art sphere the party applies its directive 
function by “scientifically grounded system of forms, methods and tools for 
education and influence,” by “sociological, pedagogical, psychological and other 
researches on the process of formation of the new man.” (26) The scientific 
approach in the party’s activities is combined with the development of the relation 
with the “working masses,” with “the tutoring and strengthening of the mutual 
trust and unity among leaders, party, class and nation. This line is followed by the 
party in its relation to intellectuals, paying special attention and care of their 
artistic production.” Later in the book Dunchev states: “In fact most artistic 
initiatives are consequences of the cooperative actions of the union boards (i.e. 
Union of the Bulgarian Artists) and the boards of the party’s organizations.” (26) 
 
In this respect, an article of interest by Nikola Mirchev – head of the Union of the 
Bulgarian Artists, written in 1971 where he states: “The general understanding of 
the party vision of the art cannot, and should not, be exchanged for any private 
views and attitudes towards given artistic problems. The common line of objective 
appraisements of the artistic facts and phenomena developed by the Marxist-
Leninist aesthetic cannot and should not be exchanged for a subjective, 
individualistic approach and attitude of whoever.”(4) 
 
Nevertheless, the critics of the second half of the 1950s and beyond are 
consentaneous that during Stalin’s ruling of Russia, the party guidance has 
extended itself to a more ‘undesirable’ degree. According to Atanasov again: “The 
elevation to cult personality created false impressions of the core of the party 
guidance on literature. It used to acknowledge only one genre of guidance – the 
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directive monologue, monocratic orders and rough encounters for real and 
imaginary mistakes. It did not allow friendly dialogue in a party atmosphere 
between leaders and artists: the experience of some honest artists to initiate such 
dialogue ended tragically for them …” (314) And then once again, he explains the 
difference between Stalin’s regime and the ‘awake’ party leadership of the years 
following.  
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4 SOCIALIST REALISM AS METHOD 
 
 
 
 
 Both the political leaders and the theoreticians of the socialist culture are well 
aware of the power of visual representation of ideas. In the first half of the 20th 
century when a large part of the population is illiterate, the role of art and its 
applied forms in particular are especially important. Although one of the first 
reforms in the sphere of culture undertaken by the socialist government is to give 
opportunity to every citizen to obtain a basic education, the official policy of art 
development goes in the direction of extending its accessibility to a wider 
audience. In this way the basic principle of socialism, the principle of freedom 
and equality, is applied to the sphere of arts from two directions. From one side 
preparing the audience by providing education and knowledge, and from the other 
by bringing arts and the masses close to each other. These changes result in the 
arts, by the implementation of Socialist Realism, as the official artistic method – 
the ‘new art’, which is meant to ‘belong to the masses’.  
 
The unification of the arts with the mass audience and its technical guidance by 
the state extends its power as a propaganda tool – a function generally 
acknowledged and admired. “That is how”, says Pavel Matev (Artist, and 
Secretary of the Committee of the Culture), “our contemporary art, created on the 
basis of the method of Socialist Realism and Marxist-Leninist philosophy, appears 
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to be an important factor in the ideological front, true defender of ideological and 
esthetical education.” (19) 20 years earlier, in 1947, Georgi Dimitrov, one of the 
most influential Bulgarian ideologists, in a discussion with the Union of Bulgarian 
Artists says: “We look at the arts, not only as a mean of acquiring esthetical 
delights – this of course is necessary, we are not denying it. We are looking at arts 
in all its varieties mostly as a tool of mobilizing the moral, spiritual and physical 
forces of our nation and its youth for creativity, for tireless labor, for eternal love 
of our motherland…” (246) 
 
What makes the method of socialist realism suitable for the purposes assigned to 
it? Basically, these are the following principles: saturate with facts of socialist 
character, historical optimism, realistic representation (the images should be 
immediately recognizable), derived from the real life (corresponding to 
contemporary reality), bearing positive attitude. In a 1964 book The Socialist 
Realism Pencho Danchev summarizes: “The artists-realists show the man in his 
natural and real contours, according to the time, environment, conditions in which 
he acts and lives.” (7) The man in the socialist realism is usually called ‘positive 
hero’. “The positive hero in the socialist literature and art has to be a hero of his 
own time, he has to bare the characteristics of his era, to convey the common ideal 
of this era. And this era is one of the building of the new socialist society.”(29) 
 
The socialist realism requires the artists to represent the reality in a ‘revolutionary 
development’. The art, according to this doctrine cannot be separated from the 
practice – it should show the changes occurring under the socialist regime, paying 
attention to the historical development of the proletarian ideology. The nation 
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should be shown as the creator of the new reality. At the same time, the realistic 
representation should not be indifferent and documentary. It has to convey 
emotions – revolutionary pathos, bright dreams, heroism, and romanticism. “They 
are positive characters in the socialist realism,” says Ivan Popivanov, “the 
beautiful, the bright and awesome in the life is depicted. At the same time the 
birth of the new communist world could be shown in an inspiring way only if it 
reveals convincingly its fight with the reactionary, fogeyish, retrograde; if it 
denounces actively the influence of the old traditions, of the anachronisms in the 
customs and the minds of certain people.” (72) The ‘certain people’ usually refers 
to the bourgeois world – the one that should be challenged, the one whose art is 
said to be formal, lacking ideas.  
 
The term ‘method’ applied to the socialist realism appears in the critical reviews 
of the 1960s (before it was referred to as a ‘style’). This change is meant to extend 
the concept by creating space for different styles within the method. “The socialist 
realism is the method of the contemporary socialist art,” declares Danchev and he 
formulates an interesting interpretation of the term “method.” He contrasts the 
idealist and the materialist views, saying that “according to the idealists the 
method is a sum of rules worked out beforehand in the human brain for a better 
convenience while studying the reality. It is easy to see that such a statement 
opens the doors to the subjective arbitrariness, because the views of 
“convenience,” “practicality,” “rationality” in the research and knowledge might 
be very different… The Marxism-Leninism gives a scientific statement of the 
method. According to the Marxism-Leninism that method is correct, which is 
developed on the basis of the objective laws of the reality. Here there is no room 
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for self-willing.”(5) The last sentence gives us an indication to the notion of the 
imposed character of this methodology.  
 
 Another important feature of the method is the “necessity of a socialist 
consciousness of the artist, the necessity of a Marxist view on the facts and 
phenomenon of the life.”(Danchev, 16) It is not well accepted if the artist 
interprets the life according to his own views and values (if they are different from 
those stated in the party philosophy), because “The depicting of life … should not 
occur intuitively, unconsciously, but on the contrary – absolutely deliberately, 
based on well mastered socialist positions.”(30) 
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5 CASE STUDY 
 
 
 
 
“In the conditions of outbreaking collective cultural development the constantly 
growing cultural needs of our nation set before our illustration serious creative, 
socio-political and educational tasks. With its immanent characteristics of mass, 
politically topical fighting art, accessible for the mass audience, able to influence 
directly, to present the artwork almost in original and in mass circulation, the 
illustration, together with the other graphic arts outposts the fight of our nation 
for peace and socialism. 
 
The exceptionally important social place and value of the illustration and its vast 
educational role require from its creators to seriously reconsider their former 
work; to review their previous armament of methods and means, and to improve 
them; to create from their art such a weapon in the ideological front that would 
prove the unquestionable victory of our nation in the fight for building the 
socialism in our country.” 
(S. Bosilkov and T.Mangov, 3) 
 
 
5.1 The Newspaper 
 
The choice of a newspaper for this case study is grounded on the idea that the 
editorial illustration would be one of the most suitable demonstrations of the 
proposals present in this work. Since the discussed artistic method – the one of 
socialist realism – is to a great extent about education and mass communication, 
the choice of almost the only teenager’s newspaper issued during the period of 
interest, seems to be appropriate. Another justification for the choice of a 
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teenager’s newspaper comes from the following expression of Lenin: “Give me 
four years to teach the children, and the seed I have sown will never be uprooted.” 
(recited from Richard Mitchell) This expression, which seems to be a rule of 
nowadays media gives us the idea that if we are in search for certain signs and 
codes of an ideological system, they would be more distinguishable in the place of 
their prevalent concentration. Another point of support for this vision we might 
find expressed by Nadezhda Krupskaya (Lenin’s wife) in her belief that the 
children’s literature is “one of the most powerful weapons of the socialist 
character-education of the growing generation.” (in Nadezhda Krupskaya) 
 
From the graph at Appendix B, which shows the circulations of all newspapers 
existing in the period whose target audience is the 10-16 age group, we can see 
that during the whole period ‘1946-1993’and read by average of third of all 
teenagers, “Septemvriiche” newspaper is generally the most influential. The first 
issue is published in September 1946, the last in February 1993 (adopting the 
name “Club 15+” in 1990). The name of the newspaper – “Septemvriiche” means 
‘child of September’ which refers to 9th September 1944 when the communist 
party comes to power in Bulgaria. The editorial is by the youth section of the 
party (Youth Union of Dimitrov’s Comsomol (Young Communist League)). 
 
 The newspaper is printed weekly, and usually consists of four to six pages in A3 
size. It is printed on newsprint paper with 15 to 20mm margins at the sides and the 
bottom, sometimes bigger at the top. Most often, a “Times New Roman” typeface 
is used for the texts. It is difficult to identify exactly what other typefaces are used 
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but whenever important for the analysis it will be specified, based on similarities, 
using the sample at Appendix C. 
 
The choices of illustrations that will be discussed in this work are random, but all 
are based on the quality of the originals and the possibility they give for satisfying 
re-reproduction. An effort is made for the equivalent representation of each 
period. Until the later period (1980s), the newspaper is printed in black and white 
plus one colour (which varies, but mostly red), that is why most of the 
reproductions here will be shown in black and white, with the exception of the 
cases when the color is considered important for the analysis. 
 
 
5.2 1944-1956 
 
5.2.1 Historical and Political Grounds 
 
On 9th September 1944 the Bulgarian partisans according to some sources, and the 
army, according to others, break into the war ministry and as a result bring to 
power the party of Fatherland Front (FF). The FF consists of communists, 
‘zvenari’, and agrarians. In the new cabinet formed, the communists hold the key 
ministries of the Interior and Justice. Although they are dominating the FF, a 
monolithic, one-party system is not imposed until 1947. 
The first steps made by the new government are to take control of the radio and 
the distribution of the newsprint, while the control over the imported foreign films 
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and printed media is to be taken by the Allied Control Commission (ACC) – in 
that case the Soviets. 
 
In 1947, the so-called ‘Dimitrov Constitution’, drafted in USSR, is pushed 
through the parliament. It declares Bulgaria a ‘People’s Republic’ – a typical 
Soviet-style system in which all freedoms are promised but the actual power 
belongs not to the official state organs but to the communist party. “The means of 
production”, says R. J. Crampton “were to pass into public ownership and the 
higher ranks of the judiciary were to be subjected to parliamentary control; this in 
effect was communist control because local party organisations, acting through 
the local FF comities, had to sanction all parliamentary candidates.” (190) He then 
explains that in a few months the parties in the FF are acknowledging the leading 
role of the communist party and accepting the Marxism-Leninism as the ruling 
ideology. Still, there are two distinct parties that remain in the FF until 1990. The 
other one is the Agrarian Party, which has the support of the peasants. However it 
has a little real power because they are presented only in the state, not in the 
communist party. 
 
In July 1949 Georgi Dimitrov dies. His successor as head of the party and prime 
minister is Vûlko Chervenkov – Bulgaria’s ‘little Stalin’. The country is now a 
firm follower of the Stalinist dogma. And as Crampton says: “Chervenkov sailed 
in seemingly untroubled water until 3rd March 1953 when Stalin died.” (195) 
 
In 1953, within a few months after Stalin’s death, his successors are calling for a 
‘new course’ in Eastern Europe. Sofia soon adapts itself to the new conditions by 
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undertaking several reforms – in the agricultural sphere, in the economics in 
general and in its policy towards the Soviet advisors attached to most of the 
important governmental, political and economical positions  – their number is 
reduced considerably. At the beginning of next year Chervenkov resigns from his 
post as Party’s General Secretary but keeps the position of Prime Minister for two 
more years. His place is taken by  “young, efficient, but self-effacing apparatchik 
named Todor Zhivkov.” (Crampton, 195) 
 
The new course sets the beginning of series of events in the USSR and Eastern 
Europe. The most influential being the Khrushchev’s (the successor of Stalin) 
speech to the twentieth congress of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union in 
February 1956, in which he sharply criticises Stalin’s mistakes. With this step 
Stalin’s regime is condemned as a ‘slip-up on the road towards building socialism 
and communism.’ 
 
 
5.2.2 Visual Representations 
 
Figure 5.1 shows the front page of one of the first issues of “Septemvriiche” 
newspaper – from 27 November 1946. The head consist of the logo; a slogan; 
subtitle indicating the editor; and a date, price, and issue tag. The slogan situated 
at the top of the page reads: “For the cause of the Fatherland Front – forward in 
union!” It is worthy noting that, as we will see later, this slogan changes over the 
years and is an actual indication of the situation in the political scene.  
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Figure 5.1 
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Over the logo, which is hand written with capital letters, splitting the slogan in 
two, is a drawn Bulgarian flag. 
 
The text in the body is positioned in three columns. The first two are one quarter 
of the page in length and are in the top left hand corner. The third is 
approximately one third of the page in length and is in the bottom right hand 
corner. All are in Times New Roman, except for the titles. The grouping of the 
text in this way refers to the difference in the content. The first one is a short 
article about the people working in the mines and the importance of their work. Its 
title, written in slightly extended “Arial”-like characters says: “LETS BE 
BUILDERS!” The second text is a poem dedicated to the miners. The title 
“colliers” uses a more romantic, similar to “Monotype Corsiva” minuscule. 
The choice of typefaces in that case successfully follows the mood of the texts. 
While the first is a “sans serif’ type and conveys a more ‘directive’ character, 
corresponding to the austerity of the text; the second title bears the lyrical vibes of 
the poem with its ‘relaxed’ style of lettering. 
 
The illustration is a collage by Vladimir Korenev and consists of photographs and 
drawings. It fills the space diagonally from the bottom left hand corner to the 
opposite one. At the front plan is a photograph of a man – most probably a miner, 
wearing working suit, and bearing a lamp and saw. The man is quite old but he 
stands up straight and looks somewhere far beyond the horizon. In the 
background, there are scenes from working environments – excavator, factories, 
curls of smoke, electrical wires etc. By positioning of the man in that particular 
way and especially his upstanding body and dreamy look, it is implied that he 
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comes from a working environment. He is full of pride because the rewarding 
work he does will lead to the “bright future” – as the penultimate sentence of the 
text states. 
 
The overall structure of the illustration is set to be a didactic example to the 
readers of, as summarized in the last sentence of the article, what a good builder 
of the new life is. The whole structure of this issue, the combination of texts and 
illustration, is dedicated to a call for mobilizing the youth for commitment to the 
industry of energy and ore-dressing. The article with its explanatory function, the 
poem that glorifies the civic virtues of the miners, and the illustration with its 
cross-reference to the ‘bright future’, are all an exemplification of this. 
 
In Figure 5.2 we can see the front page of the 13 October 1949 issue. It is 
dedicated to the 70th birthday of Stalin. The reason behind the choice of this topic 
we could probably find in the already established (see 5.2.1) commitment of 
Bulgaria to Russia. 
 
At the top of the page, we can find two changes from the previously discussed 
issue. As a substitute for the Bulgarian flag at the top, there is the flag of the party. 
At the top left hand corner there is a group of symbols combined in a badge  – an 
open book, the Bulgarian flag, a burning torch – all these tied together by a red tie 
(symbol of the youth organization of the party for children 10-15/16 years of age.) 
This combination of symbols conveys the pathos of a country that is moved on by 
its youth towards a bright, enlightened future (torch – light, courage; flag – 
country; book – education, enlightenment; red tie – the youth).  
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Figure 5.2 
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The positioning of the badge suggests that the ‘father of the nation’ – the Party –
somehow mediates the process of enlightening. This is executed through the 
replacement of the Bulgarian flag at the top – now it is shifted to a less central 
position and stays in combination with other signs – and through the context in 
which the sign is situated.  
 
The body of the page is formally divided into two main parts. The first has 
Stalin’s portrait as its center, with two columns of text around it, and is framed by 
a vignette composed of the title and a sequence of scenes from the ‘everyday life’ 
of the young communists. The title says: “To meet with dignity the 70th jubilee of 
the GREAT STALIN.”  
 
The scenes from the frame are illustrations of the ‘call’ in the text, which says that 
in honor of Stalin’s celebration young communists should be concerned for their 
collective home – the school. The text states that they should supply from their 
own houses note pads, bookshelves, maps, picture frames, pots with flowers. They 
should prepare by themselves (under the guidance of the teachers) plant 
collections, tools, and equipments for the chemistry and physics laboratories. The 
center of the frame, in the middle of its base, appears to be a small, but important 
symbol. This is a schematic representation of the Kremlin’s tower. Being higher 
than the rest of the pictures in the frame, it makes a suggestion of the supervising 
power coming from there. 
 
The total structure of this part of the page (Figure 5.3) represents one of the 
clichés of communist ideology, that the ‘actions of the youth crown the 
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achievements of the leaders’. If we look at the formal structure itself, we can see 
that it perfectly duplicates the way that a framed picture looks – Stalin’s portrait in 
the center; the text as its border; and the children’s activities as its frame or a 
crown of flowers: 
 
 
Figure 5.3 
 
The content of the rest of the page appears as a supplement, both textually and 
visually, to the already discussed part. There are three reader’s letters conjoint 
under the heading “The Elections for Committees of Detachments and Battalions 
Have Begun” (detachments and battalions are both subdivisions of the youth 
organization.) Worthy of note here is the typographic arrangement of the 
sentence. It is justified, and to achieve this effect, the remaining free space is 
filled with five-pointed stars – doubtless the most popular communist symbol.  
 
The three letters are by recently elected members of the committees. The first one 
speaks about how to be a “brilliant student,” which is a statement mentioned in 
the text in the frame as a wish of Stalin. The second letter tells the readers what 
initiatives are taken in the writer’s local section for the Jubilee celebration. The 
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third speaks about the writer’s ideas for the enlightening of the people from the 
section – collective readings. The illustrations attached to the letters represent 
more or less their content. All depictions of human figures in them represent a 
vision of an exemplary student, member of the Party – they are all wearing the 
symbol (red tie) and are concerned with school and Pioneer’s organization matters 
(books, classes, meetings, etc).  
 
In general, we might conclude, that while the first part of the page (the frame) 
represents a wish, or a ‘call’ for the pupil’s action, the second part (the letters) 
appears as an example of how this wish might be accomplished in reality. 
 
The “Septemvriiche” issue from 6th September 1950 is, as can be seen from 
Figure 5.4, dedicated to the celebration of the Bulgarian National Day (which 9th 
September is by then).  
 
The cover page is undoubtedly festive. Here even the price tag is framed with 
flowers (top right). The illustration is an apotheosis of a communist celebration –
demonstration or parade, as it is called. It shows a space – street or square 
presumably – crowded with children carrying flowers, flags, balloons, slogans, 
and portraits of the leaders. They are, from left to right: Georgy Dimitrov, Stalin, 
and Vûlko Chervenkov. All the children in the crowd are Pioneers, as the young 
members of the Party are called, are easily identifiable by their red ties. The 
slogans visible in the background are saying: Science/Education, Peace, 
Socialism.  
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At the head of the page the usual slogan is substituted to one that says: “Long Life 
to the 9th September! Glory to the Soviet Army-Liberator!” The second 
exclamation stands for a somehow twisted interpretation of the historical facts 
(5.2.1), which gains official approval during the regime. 
 
The only text in the body of the page is a poem titled “In Front of the Comrade 
Chervenkov,” which is a glorification of the customs of the parade. The sense of 
these parades lies in the paying of homage to the communist leaders and showing 
dedication to the cause. Usually there is a place, (Georgy Dimitrov’s Mausoleum 
in Sofia for instance) where the local leaders (the Central Committee in Sofia) 
would stand to accept the greetings. They would wave to the passing crowd, 
which is singing hymns, marching or dancing, and cheering.  
 
The overall design of the page conveys an exceptionally holiday type ambiance. 
Even the appeal to mass celebration is present in a slightly unusual way, in the 
form of a poem. Nevertheless, the technique of the illustration (collage), which 
combines the photographs of the leaders with drawings, generates a feeling of 
‘bringing back to reality’ and authenticity.    
 
The next issue we will discuss is the 5th March 1953. Its front page (Figure 5.5) is 
different from the previously discussed ones in several ways. There is a lack of 
illustrations. This is, because the issue is dedicated to a ‘sad’ event – the illness of 
Stalin. Starting at the top of the page, the first change we notice is the replacement 
of the slogan. Now it reads: “For the Cause of Dimitrov – the Cause of Lenin and 
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Stalin, Be Ready!” and there is an explanation of that (in the rectangle at the top 
right hand corner of the page.) It is curious enough to be worth citing:  
The decision taken by the CC of the Bulgarian Communist Party about the 
Dimitrov’s Pioneers Organization demands [my italics] from the young 
‘Dimitrovists’ to grow: 
… Cheerful, sanguine, and certain of their strengths fighters for the great 
cause of Lenin-Stalin, the cause of Georgi Dimitrov, for the victory of 
communism.  
Another change in the head of the page is the omitting of the symbol (the one with 
the torch, flag, and open book) that has been present since. This most probably 
corresponds to the change in the subtitle (under the logo), which in its turn 
corresponds to a change in the youth organization of the party. The subtitle 
previously was saying: “Organ of the Central Committee of the Dimitrov’s, 
Socialist’s, People’s Youth for the ‘Septemvriicheta’ (Children of September)”, 
while now ‘Septemvriicheta’ is substituted to ‘Pioneers’. 
 
 
Figure 5.5 
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The body of the page consists of three texts. The first fills almost half of the page 
in width and its full length. It is bordered with a black line and is an 
announcement by the USSR government about Stalin’s illness. The other two 
texts are telegrams to the CC of the Communist Party and the Cabinet of USSR, 
the top one by V. Chervenkov, the bottom one by the Bulgarian CC and the 
Cabinet.  
 
Graphically, there is not much material for analyzing here. The grieving effect is 
achieved by simplicity and cleanness of the design. The choice of sans serif 
typefaces (straightforward and in bold) for the titles matches the mood and adds a 
sense of significance.  
 
Similar effect, but by completely different means, is achieved in the next issue of 
the newspaper; dated 9th March 1953 (Figure 5.6.) 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.6 
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In this issue, the illustration here is predominant; it fills more than two thirds of 
the page. The design is simple and laconic. Nevertheless, the message is clear: 
“The Great Soviet Leader has passed away.” Although the text does not say so, all 
necessary elements that suggest it are present – Stalin’s portrait at the first place; 
the black curtain, marked with the USSR’s blazon (the Soviet nation is in 
mourning); the wrapped in black ribbon frame of leaves dominated by a five-
pointed star; the olive tree branches (probably as a ‘rest in peace’ expression). 
Bearing in mind the target age group of the newspaper, what difference the 
diverse ways of expressing similar ideas might make? Apart from the already 
mentioned ones, there is another point we might pay attention to. While this issue 
seems more appropriate for children aged 10-15 with its visual representation of 
the connotation, the 5th March (Figure 5.5) issue raises more questions. Its design 
and content, we might presuppose, is very similar to any other adult newspaper 
from that time. One suggestion for the reason behind this might be in another 
communist formulation: the youth should grow prepared for the fight for 
communism and should contribute to its development in every possible way; it is 
the ‘avant-garde of the new society’. In other terms, we might interpret this, a 
youngster is treated like an adult by the system, even further  – it is given hope 
that it will become a better citizen of the ‘new world’, a better communist. 
 
Another example of the same matter is the 4th March 1954 issue (Figure 5.7). 
Here the reader is informed about the Sixth Congress of the Party. The body of the 
page consists of a photograph of the presidium of the congress and a text – 
reportage in the form of an essay. The text is framed by a solemn  
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(with its size and sounding) title: “The Sixth Congress of BCP” and by a 
composition of flags and floral patterns. The letters “BCP” are bigger than the rest 
and a special effect is used to suggest that they are sparkling – an allusion to the 
Party as a vehicle of enlightenment. The four flags at the sides are red, with five-
pointed stars at the top and, surprisingly, USSR’s. The symbol imprinted on them 
– a sickle and a hammer – is typically Soviet, since it originates from the unique 
Russian unity of peasants and workers, who together form the Soviet Russian 
state. The same symbol is situated in the center of the composition’s base. 
 
The photograph at the top of the page represents ‘the managing presidium of the 
Sixth Congress’, as the caption says, and then lists them by their names. The 
illustration of the congress by a photograph comes as a bearer of the truth, the 
documentary ‘here and now’, which counterweight with its ‘seriousness’ the 
lyrical pathos of the text. The photograph bears both compositionally and 
ideologically important features. Looking at the structure, we notice that the 
portraits at the top appear as a well-balanced completion both of the picture itself 
and the overall design. In terms of representing ideas, it plays an even more 
important role. From bottom to top, there are three basic elements: the people 
from the presidium; above them the portrait of Georgi Dimitrov; and portraits of 
the Soviet leaders (from left to right: Engels, Marx, Lenin, and Stalin) at the top. 
There is no need of special interpretation to understand that this structure 
represents exactly the hierarchy in the system of the dogma. 
 
Nearly a year later, in the “Septemvriiche” issue dated 15th January 1955 (Figure 
5.8) we notice that a distraction in this system has occurred. By that time, Stalin  
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has been dead for almost two years. A certain confusion in the ideological ground 
can be observed, but the critical changes in the Soviet political scene have not yet 
taken place. A suggestion for that can be seen in two basic ways from the cover 
page of this issue. First, there is no change in the slogan above the logo – it still 
mentions Stalin. Second, the subject of the issue is shifted from topics such as ‘the 
leaders’ and ‘the Soviets’ (as we encountered before) to a more ‘marginal’ one – 
the Red Flag. 
 
At the head of the page there are no changes to the previous issues. In the body, 
there are three basic elements. The first three quarters (from top to bottom) are 
divided into two vertically. The left side is an illustration representing a Pioneer 
holding the Pioneer’s flag. The right side is a text titled “Little Part of the Red 
Flag” and is telling a story about the heroic act of a Ukrainian girl who has 
rescued her red tie (which ontologically is a piece from the red flag) from a 
German soldier.  
 
The illustration shows a boy, certainly a Pioneer (with his red tie, white shirt and 
dark trousers), carrying with dignity the Pioneer’s flag. His face and directed 
forward look are saying: ‘I am young, but capable and proud to bear this huge 
responsibility (the flag as a representation of the cause)’. The flag is a 
combination of local (Bulgarian) and universal symbols. It is red, as a symbolism 
of the blood that has been spilt by workers of the world in the fight for their 
emancipation. It is directly inherited from the red banner flown at the Paris 
Commune. On the flag, there is the emblem of the Bulgarian Pioneer’s 
organization. It is composed of a flame at the background (symbol of strength and 
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an enthusiasm for enlightenment); five-pointed star (representation of life and 
immense energy of the sun from one side, and the single unity of the five 
continents from the other) with an imprinted portrait of Georgi Dimitrov at the 
center; and a ribbon with the words “Always Ready!” (the expected reply from 
the pioneers to the call that stands as a slogan at the top of the page (“For the 
Cause of Dimitrov – the Cause of Lenin and Stalin, Be Ready!”). 
 
The third part of the page is a rectangle with slightly darker background than the 
rest. The text is a poem called “Our Flag” and is divided to two columns by an 
illustration. The picture represents revolutionists (partisans), vigorous to a battle 
(they are armed), lead by a soldier carrying ‘The Flag’. 
 
The overall content of this page is similar to the already discussed ones by its 
lyrical and emotional pathos. We can already notice that no matter what the main 
topic is, there is often a poem (Figures 5.1, 5.4 and 5.6) or an emotive literary text 
(Figures 5.2, 5.5 and 5.7). The illustrations are frequently a collage, or 
combination of photographs and drawings, which might be taken as an intent to 
represent an often fictional or emotional content in a more realistic or 
‘documentary’ way. 
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5.3 1956-1980s 
 
 
5.3.1 Historical and Political Grounds 
 
Immediately after February 1956 – when USSR’s Communist Party has its 
congress and Khrushchev criticizes Stalin’s regime – Bulgaria reacts by 
congregating a plenum of the CC. This plenum remains in history as the ‘April’s 
Plenum.’ It reviews the decisions taken by the Soviet Congress, appropriates them 
at the local level, and as a result denounces Chervenkov's cult of personality. 
 
The upheavals in Europe of 1956, that end with the Hungarian anti-Soviet 
revolution, do not disturb the Regime in Bulgaria – Zhivkov remains loyal to 
Khrushchev. What is more, some purges in the party, and especially in the sphere 
of culture, are executed in order to reassure the Soviet Union that Bulgarian 
communist would not fall into the heretical behavior of their Hungarian 
‘comrades’.  
 
In 1958 the new five year plan is produced and called after the Chinese phrase 
“The Great Leap Forward.” This ‘Zhivkov’s phantasmagoric plan’ (Crampton, 
196) anticipates that by 1962 industrial productivity should be doubled and 
agricultural productivity tripled. Despite the mass propaganda and the mobilizing 
of the people to put all their energy for the fulfillment of the plan, in 1962 it is 
revised and in 1963 totally abandoned. 
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Nevertheless, when Khrushchev visits Bulgaria in 1962 he makes clear that 
Zhivkov would be the best choice for the Country’s Head. From then on Zhivkov 
stabilizes his positions to an extent where he remains unaffected even after the 
removal of his Soviet patron in 1964. 
 
In the early 1960s, Zhivkov liberalizes the policy towards the intellectuals by a 
decrease in censorship. The situation is comparatively stabile and tolerant until 
1968 when the Prague Spring in Czechoslovakia causes a tightening of the control 
again. In the political sphere during the 1960s Zhivkov replaces most of the 
current cadres with young professionals, his daughter Liudmila among them. The 
majority of these people are frequently moved to different positions, so that they 
would not be able to gain the necessary power to compete with him. 
 
The 1970s are marked by a gradual reduction of the liberalization of the 1960s. 
The new Bulgarian constitution approved by the 10th Congress of the Party in 
1971, introduces the State Council structure whose role is to oversee the Council 
of Ministers and exercises supreme executive authority. Zhivkov resigns as Prime 
Minister in order to become chairman of the State Council – a position equivalent 
to Head of State. Although he continues with careful balancing and rearrangement 
of cadres with only occasional purges, in 1977 35,500 party members are 
dismissed in order to prevent any liberalization that might follow the 1975 
‘Helsinki Accords’. In September the same year Georgi Markov, a literary man, is 
poisoned by a shot from an umbrella on Waterloo Bridge in London, his sin being 
that he had revealed too many details of the life style of Bulgaria’s political elite.  
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The most interesting aspect of the decade, from our point of view, is the 
appearance of Liudmila Zhivkova (Zhivkov’s daughter) on the political and 
cultural scene. In 1971 she becomes deputy chairperson of the committee for art 
and culture, in 1975 its head and in 1980 she is given the charge of the politburo 
commission on science, culture and art. Under her guidance, Bulgaria spends 
large sums of money collecting art, sponsoring artists and organizing exhibitions. 
She becomes very popular among the intellectuals by raising discussions on non-
materialistic ideas. In 1981, she organizes a spectacular celebration to mark the 
1.300 years since the establishment of Bulgaria. This extremely expensive event 
emerges as an apotheosis of her intent to emphasize the cultural importance and 
the uniqueness of Bulgarian nation (which gives room to the interpretation that it 
is different from Russian). In July 1981, she dies aged thirty-nine, leaving the 
entire nation in deep grief. As Crampton says: “Zhivkova’s nationalism had been 
cultural not ethnic and was a call to celebrate Bulgarian achievements not to 
discriminate against indigenous minorities; even if she lived a privileged and 
extremely self-indulgent life, Zhivkova was probably more mourned at her death 
than any public figure since King Boris.” (205) 
(Data and interpretations according R.J. Crampton and U.S.Library of Congress 
Country Study) 
 
 
5.3.2 Visual Representations  
 
Unfortunately, all issues of “Septemvriiche” from 1956 (the issues from each year 
are bounded separately) are missing from the archive of the Bulgarian National 
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Library. That is why we will not be able to follow the changes exactly as they 
happened. Nevertheless, we can presume most of them by turning our attention to 
the next year – 1957.  
 
The 20 April 1957’s issue (Figure5. 9) is dedicated to the celebration of the 87th 
birthday of Lenin. As mentioned before, although the general rejection of the past 
regime in the USSR, the one under Stalin, Bulgaria still confirms its faithfulness 
to Russia and its general path of development at that time. “Lenin” as a choice of 
theme for this issue, strong symbol of the system by itself, appears to be an 
affirmation of that faithfulness. Another point of support for this is the choice of 
illustration, a reproduction of the painting (a classical example of Socialist 
Realism) by N. N. Zhukov (a Russian painter of proven fame), which with its 
familiarity to the majority of the audience and its famous author leaves no room 
for doubt. 
 
Another ‘play’ with the notion of authority we may find in the two central texts on 
this page. The first, in the top right hand corner, is a poem entitled “Lenin” by a 
famous Bulgarian poet – Nikola Furnadzhiev. The second is the text situated 
around the illustration with title “Lenin – Beloved, Dear Name”, written by 
Mladen Isaev, a literary man popular in particular with his works for children and 
adolescents. Both texts are obviously written especially for the newspaper and this 
fact raises the question if their commissioning for the issue is a coincidence, or 
some means of authority was necessary to confirm certain ideas? Both the texts 
and the illustration of this issue are an interpretation of another cliché of the  
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ideology – the representation of the idea that “Lenin is the best friend of the 
children.” 
 
The major difference from the previously discussed issues is the change in the 
slogan above the logo. Now it reads: “For the Cause of Socialism, for the 
Happiness of our Motherland – Be Ready!” The lack of any names listed here (as 
it was before) might be taken as a sign of lessons learnt previously.  
 
In the 9 October 1957 issue (Figure 5.10) seemingly, the content is ‘clean’ from 
political connotations. The first (upper) part of the page is dedicated to the 
creation of the first satellite, while the second part places at the reader’s disposal a 
song for studying. 
 
 A more detailed study shows that the illustration displays the Russian satellite as 
a Pioneer (it has a pioneer’s tie) and its earth communicators are represented in 
the face of a cheerful Pioneer. The illustration is schematic and clear, as the title 
(top left hand corner) says: “New Epoch in the History of the Mankind! The 
Earth’s First Artificial Satellite in on its Way!” and the Pioneers appear to be one 
of the first witnesses of this important event. The whole structure speaks of the 
idea that the socialist science is the most progressive one – since the entire planet 
is involved and benefits from it. In addition to this, the text (top right hand corner) 
quotes a Soviet scientist who says: “I believe that most of you will be witness to 
the first journey beyond the earth’s atmosphere…” 
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The second half of the page offers a song to the reader, which is called “Young 
Guards.” The text beside it encourages the Pioneers to learn and sing this song 
because it is an expression of the fights of their predecessors against capitalism. 
The musical notes printed over the text create an impression of frivolousness and 
joy that balance the serious tone of the song itself and its textual interpretation. 
 
The predominant color on this page is light blue over which even the logo is 
printed this time. Blue is the background of the illustration; the musical notes 
printed over the text; the little rectangle at the bottom right hand corner (in which 
a text says that there will be more songs in the following issues) and the zigzag 
line that separates the two thematically different parts of the page. Although there 
is almost equal space given to the two topics, the predominance of the blue color 
attracts the attention and gives importance to the first theme – as this color is 
directly associated with it. In this way, even as we saw that the political matters 
are not totally absent here, the main subject is shifted to a more general theme, the 
first step to the conquering of the space by man. 
 
Similar to this is the 10 January 1962 issue (Figure 5.11). Here, there is almost no 
reference to the ideological commitment. Besides the logo, there is nothing that 
might tell us of the political allegiance of the period. The page is composed of 14 
caricatures (numbered to facilitate this discussion) integrated under the title 
“January’s Jests of Troubles and Mistakes.” The ‘troubles and mistakes’ here are 
general human weaknesses: naivety (1); cunningness, wiliness (2, 7, 9, 12, and 
13); laziness (3, 7, 10, and 14); telling lies (4); cowardice, poltroonery (4, 6, and 
11). Georgi Anastasov, a famous Bulgarian caricaturist, draws the caricatures,  
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which bear a vivid sense of humor and wit. In general, this issue explores the 
possibilities of humor in the form of caricatures as a powerful didactical tool. 
 
Regarding the logo, there two general changes. The first is the overall design. 
While keeping the typeface in which “Septemvriiche” is written similar to the 
previous design, the size and the background are different, it is now smaller and 
the coloring is reversed (white on black). The second change is semantic – there is 
a new sign added, which is the “Georgi Dimitrov” medal which the newspaper has 
been awarded. It represents a five-pointed star with Dimitrov’s portrait in the 
center, underlined by two olive branches. This medal is given as award for special 
contributions to the cause of ‘building the socialism and communism.’  
 
While in this issue laziness is being laughed at, the 14 January1963 issue (Figure 
5.12) directly calls for working enthusiasm, diligence, and assiduousness. 
Corresponding to the mood of the Zhivkov’s five-year plan (it is 1962, when the 
nation is mobilized for the last endeavor to complete the stated goals) this issue is 
dedicated to the involvement of the Pioneers in the campaign for the increase in 
national productivity, especially agricultural. 
 
Three main features on the page are designed to initially attract the reader’s 
attention. The first is the text at the top left hand corner which, with its impressive 
size, states: “ In honor of the eighth congress of BCP the Pioneers from Burgas 
are calling for a new working competition!” The second is in the middle of the 
page and shows the promises of the Pioneers from Burgas – “to collect 3.000.000  
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kilograms of scrap for recycling, to breed 1.600.000 chickens, and 1.300.000 
rabbits” etc. The third is the sequence of illustrations at the right hand side of the 
page. They show the imagined results of the competition – the first (at the top) 
states that with the money from the scrap there will be two bridges and a train 
station built and the train station will bear the name of the winning team. The 
second illustration states that with 5.000.000 kilograms of herbs the Pioneers 
could build their own ship. The third shows the happy children who have built a 
holiday house with their efforts etc. 
 
Another element, the illustration at the base, interprets the often-exploited proverb 
at that time: “Who hasn’t work shouldn’t eat.” The picture shows a diligent girl, 
who has presumably grown the chickens and rabbits shown at her feet. She is 
holding a holiday ticket that could be acquired by stating and fulfilling certain 
promises (the text says “I, … would like to go for a holiday, and I promise to 
complete the following …”) 
 
Although we might say that the entire issue interprets this proverb in a few 
slightly different ways, another direct reference to it is the text and its title in 
particular at the middle of the top of the page. The title reads: “You will live well-
deserved in the communism!” In conclusion to this issue we might say that the 
propaganda methods here explore basic, but powerful didactical tools – the play 
with the “good and bad” oppositions; the exploring of the feeling of guilt and the 
“the more effort you put, the more successful you will be” interdependence.  
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The issue from 16 June 1962 (Figure 5.13) offers us a more unusual, poster-like 
composition and graphical solution. The inscription at the top of the page (above  
the logo) tells us the theme: “80 years ago Georgi Dimitrov was born.” The rest of 
the page consists of an illustration and a rimmed, slogan-like text that states: “We 
follow your unforgettable path, beloved teacher.” The illustration is a drawing, 
which could probably be classified as late Socialist Realism since the level of 
symbolism is comparatively high. In fact, the sense of abstraction comes from the 
scaffolding drawn in the background, which unlike the other two elements (the 
portrait of Georgi Dimitrov and the composition in negative of figures 
representing Pioneers) has no direct textual explanation. This background creates 
an impression of fusion in the overall structure and most probably stands for the 
“building of socialism and communism” idea, which is referred to as the ‘path’ in 
the slogan. The other two elements are easily recognizable as a direct 
visualization of the statement in the text.  
 
 
Figure 5.14 
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After this artistic ‘digression’, we are brought back to ‘reality’ by the next 
sequence of three issues from November of the same year. In Figures 5.14, 5.15 
and 5.16 we can see the releases from 6th, 10th and 20th November 1962 
respectively, all of which are dedicated to the Eight Congress of the Party, which 
initially is scheduled for August but postponed until November due to the 
agricultural crisis. Shortly before this congress, Todor Zhivkov flies to Moscow 
from where he returns few days later with a confirmation of his positions as the 
Leader of Bulgaria and the full support of Khrushchev. 
 
 
 
Figure 5.15 
 
The content of Figure 5.14 represents the first day of the congress, Figure 5.15 
Zhivkov’s speech at the congress, and Figure 5.16 the conclusion of the congress. 
With the structure of the first two we are already familiar, both of them could be 
associated with the previously discussed Figure 5.7. The similarity is notably in 
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the content of the texts – their pathos and their genre – a combination of 
reportage, essay, and fiction. Here are some examples:  
 
From Figure 5.14: 
It is 9 o’clock. In the washed with light hall the representatives of BCP 
have taken their places. Coming from all corners of the country, the 
delegates – the conscience and the honor of our country – are ready to 
discuss and accept a great plan for the coming, happier days. 
  
 From Figure5.15: 
  
Standing behind the high tribune, the comrade Todor Zhivkov speaks, 
speaks… His eagle’s look is directed somewhere far forward. His grey 
hairs are shining under the radiance of the lights. 
“The People’s Republic of Bulgaria is not separated from the communism 
since decades…” 
How proudly echo back his words in the spacious hall! The eyes of the 
delegates and the guests are shining with enthusiasm.  
 
Nevertheless, there are two basic differences: the first is with respect to the design 
and the second in relation to the semantics. Concerning the design, we can notice 
that now it becomes more ‘clean’, and with the exception of the photographs and 
two other simple symbols, there are no further decorations. The Soviet emblem 
(sickle and hammer) is now placed on a stripe that marks the whole length of the 
page (figure 5.14) and the five-pointed stars in Figure 5.15 are lying in the 
background – at the top left hand corner and in the middle of the central text. The 
second change is naturally determined by the modification of the political 
situation (there is no portrait of Stalin ‘supervising’ the presidium, there is 
Zhivkov instead of Chervenkov etc.).  
 
The third issue from this sequence (Figure 5.16) does not offer any specificity in 
compositional respect. It represents fifteen photographs and brief details of the 
people shown on them are. The mere intent here is to introduce the members of 
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Politburo to the reader. Nevertheless, this informing function is not articulated in 
an indifferent manner, on the contrary, there is a definite attitude expressed 
through the slogan at the top of the page (above the logo): “United Regards to 
You, Party! Forward with You, Party!” 
 
 
Figure 5.16 
 
From now on, as we can see from this sequence of three issues, the logo of the 
newspaper will appear in the two already seen formats. The use of the one or the 
other is not determined by any specific (identifiable) reasons except 
compositional.  
 
Almost ten years later, the issue from 27 March 1971 (Figure 5.17) offers us a 
more unusual and complicated compositional solution. Its theme is a fusion of two 
subtopics, “the coming 10th Congress of the Party” and  “the labor.” Concerning 
the second one, we can find similarities with first issue subject of our discussion 
(Figure 5.1). Here however, the general theme of labor is subordinated to the one  
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of the coming congress. The importance and the success of the workers are shown 
in respect of the expected changes (the approval of the new constitution and the  
new program of the party). Their labor is shown as an agency of progress, as the 
means through which the country has reached the level that requires new goals to 
be stated in front of the nation. As the main title says: “From Victory to Victory.” 
 
The illustrations here are not linked to any of the texts but stand for their own 
implications. The choice of different means of expression – photographs and a 
woodcut – adds variety and dynamism to the overall composition. The strong 
sense of realism that the articles (as they are ‘reports’ from different points of the 
country) and the photographs (as their captions explain who the people on them 
are, and where the photographs were taken) express is not broken by the presence 
of the woodcut. On the contrary, with its strong and firm lines, and with its 
narrative and descriptional character it performs as a support to the impression of 
realism.  
 
Another change from this issue (among the ones represented here) is in the logo 
where we can see two new signs that join the previously existent “Medal Georgi 
Dimitrov.” The first on the left is the Bulgarian state coat of arms and the other is 
the “Medal of the Socialist Labor” acquired by the newspaper. These symbols will 
be present and the logo will not undergo further changes until the late 1980s. 
 
The following three figures (Figures 5.18, 5.19, and 5.20) will be shown here in 
order to demonstrate the absence of any substantial changes until the end of this 
period. Because of their principal similarity with the already discussed issues, we  
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will mention here only their themes without going into further details. The 22 
April 1971 issue (Figure 5.18), is still dedicated to the 10th Congress of the Party. 
The rhymed  in Bulgarian slogan at the top reads: “Take our love Party – accept 
our Pioneer’s report!” The overall idea of the page is to represent the Pioneer’s 
commitment to the party. In Figures 5.19 and 5.20, we can see two issues from 
April 1978 when a National Conference of the Party has been held. The first 
(5.19) expresses Pioneer’s commitment and interest in the affairs of the party and 
its conference, while the second (5.20) offers a ‘reportage’ from the conference in 
a style already familiar from previous issues (Figures 5.7, 5.14 and 5.15.) 
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5.4 1980s – 
 
 
5.4.1 Historical and Political Grounds 
 
The 1980s in Bulgaria are marked by several economic crisises and restructurings 
but the final results remain the same even if not worse. Politically the first half of 
the decade is comparatively calm. The minor changes made by Zhivkov do not 
change the structure and the operations of BCP and the government. The second 
half however brings greater destabilization especially with the emergence of 
Mikhail Gorbachev as the Soviet leader in 1985. It introduces qualitatively new 
stage of the Bulgarian-Soviet relationships. Gorbachev expresses his wish that the 
parties from the rest of the Eastern Bloc follow the directions the Soviet party has 
taken but he would rather allow the party leaders to cope with their own situation 
using their own methods. In this way, Zhivkov looses his greatest support and 
model to follow. By this time he is 74 years of age and the rumors about who his 
successor will be are spread. The image of BCP also suffers from the well 
publicized careerism and corruption amongst it. Its ideological credibility also 
suffers from the failure of the economical reforms and their clear visibility. The 
information in the form of films and literature in particular that is made accessible 
after Zhivkova’s reforms in the cultural sphere gives possibility to the Bulgarians 
to compare themselves with the rest of the world. This raises enormously the 
expressions of discontent. Dissident groups begin to form around environmental 
and human rights issues. By 1989 at least nine independent political groups 
emerge, among them are the following: The Discussion Club for the Support of 
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Perestroika and Glasnost; the Independent Association for Human Rights in 
Bulgaria; Ecoglasnost; an independent trade union, Podkrepa (support); and the 
Committee for the Defense of Human Rights. At the 1987 Plenum of the Party, 
Gorbachev’s perestroika and glasnost are officially accepted as the new line of 
the party. Subsequently the plenum reduces official state ceremonies, rituals, 
personal awards, propaganda, and explains that such formalities alienated people.  
 
After seeing the failures of all his reforms and the growing opposition, at the 
regular plenary meeting on the 10 November 1989, (one day after the fall of the 
Berlin Wall) Zhivkov resigns as General Secretary and member of Politburo and 
as a Head of the Country Council. In the following few years the country 
undergoes quick transformations. The search for perpetrators of the current 
condition of the country leads to frequent changes of governments and parties of 
power. Here are the brief facts:  
1990 – Three BCP dominated governments are formed and dissolved; round table 
discussions between BCP and the opposition parties begin to formulate reform 
legislation. Tent-city demonstrations begin in Sofia and continue throughout the 
summer. In August, the United Democratic Forces (UDF) leader is chosen as 
president. In November and December general strikes force the resignation of the 
government of Prime Minister Andrei Lukanov. An interim coalition government 
is formed under Dimitur Popov. 
1991 – The year begins with the initial phase of economic reform, including price 
decentralization of some commodities. The redistribution of land to private 
farmers begins in the spring. In July, new constitution is approved. Filip Dimitrov 
becomes Prime Minister. 
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1992 – Liuben Berov takes over from Filip Dimitrov. Parliament restores 
properties confiscated during the regime to their owners. General strikes take 
place including the transport network, the ports, and the medical services. 
 
 Since the events listed above are part of the recent history they will be left 
without further comment and we will turn our attention to their visual 
representation (or the absence of such.) 
(Data and interpretations according R.J. Crampton and U.S. Library of Congress 
Country Study) 
 
 
5.4.2 Visual Representations 
 
 
Figure 5.21 
 
The first issue we will discuss in this sequence is from the 22 August 1981. Its 
front page is dedicated to the 90th Jubilee of the Bulgarian Communist Party. This 
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topic is already familiar to us, but the illustration here is one of interest. Figure 
5.21 represents it – a lithograph by Dimitur Donev, which covers about one third 
of the page. Naturally, we can find here the symbols appropriate for the occasion: 
the letters BCP; the portrait of Dimitur Blagoev (the founder of the communist 
party in Bulgaria); poppies (symbols of the party); five-pointed stars; sickle and 
hammer; flags (presumably red); and an allusion to construction works. Out of the 
ordinary is the way these symbols are combined here. Although the signs are still 
recognizable, the style is much more abstract, non-narrative, and dynamic. If we 
compare it to the illustrations from Figures 5.18 and 5.19 we can notice the 
qualitative difference between them. In all three of them, the subject matter is “the 
Party,” but the means of expression are very distinctive. For instance, if we look 
at the representation of the flag in Figure 5.18 we can directly say that the 
communist flag dominates the composition and that this is a communist flag.  
 
 
 
Figure 5.22 
Dimitur Donev 
Cow Bells, 1967 
Lithograph, 37x44cm. 
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However, in Figure 5.21 the viewer is meant to know that there should be a flag 
and to distinguish it as a communist one – in other words, to be prepared to read 
the symbols. This is an activity which is not included in the perception of the pure 
Socialist Realism.  An alternative comparison might be of interest at this point. In 
Figure 5.22 we can see another lithograph by the same artist from an earlier 
period (1967.) Without building any specific conclusions and deductions, we can 
become aware of the difference, not precisely in the means of expression but in 
the subject matter and the way it is elaborated. Is this personal transformation a 
sign of a more general, social one, or just a singular case? 
 
 
Figure 5.23 
 
With few exceptions, one of which is the discussed above issue, up to 1989 the 
style and the content of the newspaper is almost identical as in the previous two 
periods. An example of this is the edition from 13 March 1985 (Figure 5.23.) It 
announces the death of the Soviet Party and Country Leader Konstantin 
Chernenko and the appointment of Mikhail Gorbachev. The mournful news is 
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presented somehow ‘incidentally’, in one third of the page and in smaller font, 
while to the appointment of Gorbachev is dedicated the rest of the page. It is 
‘honored’ with a photograph and a congratulation letter from Todor Zhivkov. The 
five-pointed star placed by the side of the photograph speaks of the commitment 
of the communist world to Gorbachev’s cause. 
 
Completely different is the case of Figure 5.24. It is from the beginning of 1989 
(24 January) but we already witness number of transformations. In technological 
aspect, from about this time the newspaper begins to be released in full color.  
 
Beginning with the logo, we can see that its visual appearance has changed. Now 
it occupies the whole width of the page and is in a slightly different typeface. The 
visual representation of the medals is substituted with their listing (it is cut from 
this reproduction but could be seen in the following ones). The previous slogan 
“For the Cause of Socialism, for the Happiness of Our Motherland – Be Ready!” 
now reads “For the Happiness of Our Beloved Motherland – Be Ready!” 
 
The theme of the issue is represented by the title (at the base of the page), which 
reads “Is it possible to establish our own COMPANY?” In addition, through the 
photograph, which represents ‘a manager’, who is now not a Pioneer (as all other 
representations of children we have seen formerly) since he wears a common tie 
instead of the red one. This subject-matter probably comes as a consequence of 
the ‘new’ idea of self-management stated in the Party Program of 1987 and 
further more of the apparent breakdown of the idea behind the socialist economy, 
in whatever form it might have appeared.  
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Figure 5.24 
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In October 1989 a European environmental conference, Ecoforum, is held in 
Sofia, which gives a possibility to the Bulgarian human rights defenders and 
Ekoglasnost to perform their demonstrations and to attract the attention of the 
world. An artifact from this conference can be seen at Figure 5.25. The title says 
“European Environmental Conference. 16 October-4 November 1989” and is 
situated in the background of the illustration. As part of it, for the first time in the 
history of the teenager’s newspaper we can see a real painting made by a child. 
The overall design of the page is unusual for the scheme used earlier; it also is 
simple but expressive. 
 
 
Figure 5.25 
 
Under the title “Plenum of CC of BCP,” the release from 14 November 1989 
(Figure 5.26) announces the events of 10th of November. It shows a photograph of 
Petur Mladenov (Zhivkov’s successor), a short biography (under the photograph), 
the announcement for Zhivkov’s resignation (under the title) and a short appeal 
from Mladenov (at the top), excerpts of which are worth citing:  
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Figure 5.26 
 
The conclusion is one: in order to build successfully a genuine socialism, 
to communicate sufficiently with the civilized countries … we should 
build a self-managing civil society, organized in a state with a social 
system chosen by the free will of the nation. Choice, which once and for 
all our nation has made.  
Let me once again underline: we see the reorganization of Bulgaria only 
and exclusively in the frames of socialism, in the name of socialism, and 
on the road of socialism. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.27 
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The purpose of this citation is to mediate our discussion to the next issue, from 26 
December 1989 (Figure 5.27). The first point of interest, is again the slogan above 
the logo. Now it says: “For the Cause of the Bulgarian Communist Party, for the 
Happiness of Our Beloved Motherland – Be Ready!”  
 
The next point of concentration is the illustration on the prevailing space of the 
page – or more precisely its absence. This case is indicative of how powerful an 
illustration might be, how it could speak even if it is not present, or because it is 
not present. The text above the empty space says:  
A happy New Year picture was supposed to be placed on this space. 
However, the bloodshed in Romania, the reports that there are children 
among the victims give us a reason to leave this space blank. Let this 
whiteness be an expression of our grief for the innocent victims and for the 
hope of all Bulgarian children and their parents that the national revolution 
in Romania will triumph! 
 
Still, there are New Year’s greetings but they are shifted modestly to a less central 
space, along the left and the bottom borders of the page.  
 
An impressive pencil drawing by Simeon Spiridonov illustrates the issue from the 
16 January 1990 (Figure 5.28). The gentle and sensual drawing representing an 
expectant mother evokes various feelings: love, tenderness, delicacy, peace, hope, 
optimism, wish, anxiety …combined with its title “Bulgaria, Hope …” it speaks 
greatly of the nation in transition and its fears and desires. In a telephone 
interview conducted especially for this study the artist shares the following story: 
He was a student in Prague until 1968, when after the events of the Prague’s 
Spring he has been abandoned from the Academy in accusation of producing 
‘decadent’ art. His fault being a wall-painting commissioned by a local bank and 
executed by him. After his return to Bulgaria he is discarded from the “Printing  
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Figure 5.28 
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and Publishing House” in Sofia (the union which edits all national periodicals and 
most of the non-periodical printed materials) as dissident and ‘unsuitable’ to work 
with. The first professional appearance of Spiridonov dates from the 30th 
November 1989, when without his permission, a national daily newspaper 
“Rabotnichesko Delo (Worker’s Affairs)” publishes a reproduction of the wall-
painting from Prague. “Seeing this,” says Spiridonov, “the people from 
Septemvriiche called me with the offer to prepare for them an illustration, which 
would express the newspaper’s commitment to Democracy. Can you imagine? A 
children’s newspaper!” exclaims Spiridonov. He accepts the offer for financial 
reasons. He executes the illustration with the intent to express a wish for peace in 
the first place. “Because, you know,” he says, “we were frightened. The police 
were only waiting for the sign that will give them a motive for bloodshed. But we 
didn’t want this, we were hoping for a ‘gentle revolution.’” Now, looking at his 
illustration we can understand what thoughts have produced the fragility and 
strain expressed by it. 
 
Going back to the Figure 5.28, a brief look to the titles of the texts (“Open 
Conversation,” “It is Like This Now – But Tomorrow?” “To Win Over the Pain”, 
“The Charity” …) completes the impression of confusion and bewilderment of 
political and social life in Bulgaria at this time. 
 
Visual culmination of this highly emotional period for Bulgaria, a period of 
passions and disillusionments is at Figure 5.29 from the 13 March 1990 edition. 
At this point, we could probably leave the strong and effective collage and its title 
“Politicians, Protect the Children!” to speak for themselves. For the completeness  
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Figure 5.29 
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of the analysis, we will mention that the logo here keeps the red flag above it but 
there is no slogan, no list of awards, and instead of the editor, now we read 
“National Weekly Paper for Children and Adolescents.” 
 
From the end of March 1990 “Septemvriiche” newspaper is published under the 
name “Klub 15” (Club 15), the editors are replaced and in February 1993, the last 
issue is printed. In Figures 5.30, 5.31, 5.32, 5.33, and 5.34 we can see five 
examples from this last period. 
 
 
Figure 5.30 
 
The 5th June 1990 issue (Figure 5.30) is for the first time in the history of the 
newspaper dedicated to football. There is a short article and photographs about the 
1990 World Cup. The logo now is completely different. Above it there is still a 
slogan-like line, which reads: “Club for those who are 15! Club for those who will 
be 15! Club for those who want to be 15!” In addition, in the rectangle in the top 
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left hand corner we still read: “National Weekly Newspaper for Children and 
Adolescents.”  
 
 
Figure 5.31 
 
The 20 November 1990 issue (Figure 5.31) covers few topics, but the main one 
(specified by the illustration) is “Love” – again a new departure for the 
newspaper. The photograph, which covers about two thirds of the page, represents 
a somewhat banal vision of a young urban couple. The text explaining it is titled 
“Almost Everything About Love.” Another interesting element here is the child-
like drawing in the top right hand corner. Its caption reads: “Choki acts as a 
poltergeist, but insists that he is an alien” and a reference to page seven where the 
story continues. The third curious element that attracts our attention is a small 
advertisement (bottom right hand corner) that says: “To the company managers! 
Advertise in Poland!” and then gives details of how it can be done. This is a rather 
unusual advertisement to be found in a teenager’s newspaper, but most probably, 
the editorial board has its own reasons for it. 
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The last three issues are dedicated mainly to pop music and celebrities. Such is the 
entire issue in Figure 5.32, which discusses three American music producers and 
the singers they have been working with. Figure 5.33 discusses the ‘whiteness’ of 
Michael Jackson (above the logo) and the rest of the page focus on the narcotics. 
As the text suggests, the time for Bulgaria to pay attention to this matter has 
come. The illustration is a combination of completely different images – parrots, a 
woman in a coat, a cat by a window, mountains in the background etc. It is 
ambiguous if this composition refers to the effects of the narcotics or it has some 
other connotations.  
 
 
Figure 5.32 
 
One of the illustrations in Figure 5.34 (below the logo) we can consider as 
especially representative of the period. It is again a combination of symbols with 
undistinguishable associations – a roman building, a girl in a traditional Bulgarian 
costume, a candle, four celebrities etc. This time even the title over it, “Smash  
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Figure 5.33 
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Figure 5.34 
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Hits,” does not clarify the matter (there is no text which could be associated with 
this illustration.) 
 
As we have seen, the period 1990-1993 is distinguishable from the rest (before 
1990) by several features. Firstly, there are new topics – football, love, pop music 
celebrities, narcotics etc. – all of which could not be seen in the previous issues. 
Secondly, there is the overall composition and arrangement of the articles and 
their illustrations – in this last period the newspaper tends to combine more than 
one matter of different character in one issue, even in one illustration. In other 
words, it is to a great extent thematically unspecified (as it was before.) The logo 
changes three times during these three years. This is probably is a sign of a search 
for new identities. 
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6 CONCLUSION 
 
 
 
 
As we have seen, the overall design of the newspaper changed very slightly before 
1989. It keeps the general structure of one central theme per issue supported by an 
illustration and text, which is often in the form of a poem. The themes are 
changing from issue to issue; nevertheless, they do not go beyond a certain frame. 
This frame encloses topics such as ‘The Party’, ‘The Leaders’, and ‘The Labor’ 
(the labor as the means to the bright future). This topical repetition from one side 
and the repetition of the visual structure from the other appear to be a strong 
propaganda tool.  
 
As the subject of this analysis is a children’s (teenager’s) newspaper, we need to 
pay special attention to the representation of children on its pages. Unlike the 
representation of the Leaders, or other human figures – represented most often by 
photographs (Figures 5.4,5.6, 5.7,5.14, 5.15 etc.) – the children are usually shown 
by drawings (Figures 5.2,5.4, 5.8, 5.10, 5.18, 5.19 etc.) These drawings represent 
an idealized, unified view of a child. The children are always Pioneers – always 
identified by their ideological affiliation, not by personal specification – they, 
unlike the Leaders, do not have names and personal distinctiveness. These 
representations do not aim to show a specific child, but an integrated, 
romanticized image – an icon. Probably the most representative examples of this 
feature are Figures 5.8 and 5.16. The first shows a ‘close-up’ of a Pioneer with all 
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necessary elements – red tie, white shirt, strong expression, firm posture – to be 
recognizable as an icon, not as an individual. The second figure shows 
photographs of party leaders (Politburo members), each of which bears a caption 
with the name of the person. The text at the side lists their names again with an 
additional explanation of their positions. A summarized option of this feature – 
the distinct methods of representation of the Leaders and the ordinary people 
(children) – we can see in Figure 5.4. The representation of the Leaders 
(Dimitrov, Stalin, and Chervenkov in this case) is clearly manifested by the large 
portraits in the center of the page, while the children, although distinctive, remain 
nameless fragments of the crowd, characterized only by their political affiliation. 
 
Another point of interest is the increasing use of photography as a method of 
illustration. The reason behind that we can partly see in the already mention above 
feature. The second reason might be purely technological. The third one we might 
contribute to the concerns of Socialist Realism. There is no doubt that when a 
realistic representation is sought, especially for the purposes of editorial 
illustration [see Chapter 4 and the introduction to Chapter 5], photography 
remains the most direct and powerful approach.    
 
These features become even more evident when the issues from before 1989 are 
juxtaposed to those from the period after 1989. The emergence of a number of 
new topics (love, drugs, crime, aliens, celebrities, pop music (western), football, 
etc.) in this short period points to the absence of such topics in the previous years. 
Although still nameless, the children now begin to be represented through 
photographs. Instead of the unified representation of Pioneers, now we can see 
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real children expressing various feelings and emotions. Instead of the idealized 
strength and optimism, now we can see more ‘human’ expressions – such as fear 
(Figure 5.29) and romance (Figure 5.31.) 
 
All these modifications suggest, even if we are not aware of the shift in the 
political scene, of a certain collapse, the collapse of the censorship.  Additionally, 
when we compare the variety of topics covered in a single issue in the period after 
1989, we can see that from a strong propaganda tool the newspaper now 
transforms to a more informational and populist newspaper. Now the content is 
more diverse. From strictly politico-ideological determination, it now turns to 
topics of a common, everyday, universal nature. 
 
As a conclusion, we might say that the steady, unchangeable graphical design and 
the repetition of the topics in the newspaper before 1989 is a consequence of its 
function as an agency of the Party and the state. Additionally, the changes in its 
visual and textual appearance after 1989, which are parallel to the shifts in the 
political scene appear as a confirmation of the close inter-relations between the 
Party and the state and the sphere of art and culture.  
 
 
It is been said that Bulgaria even now, after more than ten years since the fall of 
communism, needs a national reconciling. Reconciling, paraphrasing Umberto 
Eco, means sympathy and respect for all who, in good faith have been leading 
their own war. However, to forgive does not mean to forget. We can suppose that 
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they have been sincere in their beliefs but could we say: “Okay, go back and do it 
again.” 
 
But who are ‘they?’ 
 
If we think about the Bulgarian government before 1989, we could certainly say 
that it is impossible that it will take the same form in different historical 
conditions and situations. The answer to this question therefore, is somewhat 
complicated since it is a result of complex and sometimes untraceable inter-
relations. 
 
In this work, I attempted to bring back the memories of the past and to show the 
visual, and textual, as they are hardly separable in this case, reflections of such 
inter-relations.  
 
It has been difficult for me, as Bulgarian national, to keep an objective and neutral 
point of view for the purposes of this study. Nevertheless, where possible, I have 
given different sides of the arguments and the disputable points without 
subjectively judging them. 
 
This study, despite its detailed exploration of selected areas, could not be taken as 
complete and comprehensive without further research and inquires into the 
various aspects of the subject. 
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APPENDIX A 
 
 
 
Construction is the arrangement of the elements. 
Construction is the outlook of our age. 
Like every science, art is a branch of mathematics. 
Construction is the modern prerequisite of organization and the utilitarian 
employment of material. 
Art that is useless for life should be kept in museums of antiquities. 
The tame has come for art to be an organic part of life. 
Constructively organized life is more than the enchanting and stifling art of 
magicians. 
The future is not going to build monasteries for priests, or for the prophets and 
clowns of art. 
Down with art as showy gem in the dark, grimy lives of the poor! 
Down with art as a means of escape for a senseless life! 
The art of our age is conscious, organized life, capable of seeing and creating. 
The artist of our age is the man able to organize his life, his work and himself. 
One has to work for life, not for palaces, churches, cemeteries and museums. 
Active work has to be done among the people, for the people, and with the people; 
down with monasteries, institutions, studios, studies and islands! 
Consciousness, experiment … function, construction, technology, mathematics – 
these are the brothers of the art of our age. 
                                                                        Rodchenko, 1921 
 
(The Future is Our Only Goal, 158) 
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APPENDIX C 
 
• Arial  АаБбВвГгДдЕеЖжЗзИиКкЛлМмНнПпРрСсТт 
• Arial Black  
АаБбВвГгДдЕеЖжЗзИиКкЛлМмНнПпРрСсТт 
 
• Arial Narrow  АаБбВвГгДдЕеЖжЗзИиКкЛлМмНнПпРрСсТт 
• Arial Unicode MS  
АаБбВвГгДдЕеЖжЗзИиКкЛлМмНнПпРрСсТт 
 
• Batang АаБбВвГгДдЕеЖжЗзИиКкЛлМмНнПпРрСсТт 
 
• Book Antiqua  
АаБбВвГгДдЕеЖжЗзИиКкЛлМмНнПпРрСсТт 
 
• Bookman Old Style 
АаБбВвГгДдЕеЖжЗзИиКкЛлМмНнПпРрСсТт 
 
• Century АаБбВвГгДдЕеЖжЗзИиКкЛлМмНнПпРрСсТт 
 
• Century Gothic 
АаБбВвГгДдЕеЖжЗзИиКкЛлМмНнПпРрСсТт 
 
• Comic Sans MS 
АаБбВвГгДдЕеЖжЗзИиКкЛлМмНнПпРрСсТт 
 
 
• Courier New 
АаБбВвГгДдЕеЖжЗзИиКкЛлМмНнПпРрСсТт 
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• Garamond  АаБбВвГгДдЕеЖжЗзИиКкЛлМмНнПпРрСсТт 
• Heattenschweiler  АаБбВвГгДдЕеЖжЗзИиКкЛлМмНнПпРрСсТт 
• Impact  АаБбВвГгДдЕеЖжЗзИиКкЛлМмНнПпРрСсТт 
• Lucida Console 
АаБбВвГгДдЕеЖжЗзИиКкЛлМмНнПпРрСсТт 
 
• Lucida Sans Unicode 
АаБбВвГгДдЕеЖжЗзИиКкЛлМмНнПпРрСсТт 
 
• Monotype Corsiva АаБбВвГгДдЕеЖжЗзИиКкЛлМмНнПпРрСсТт 
• MS MinchoАаБбВвГгДдЕеЖжЗзИиКк 
• ЛлМмНнПпРрСсТт 
 
• Sim Sun АаБбВвГгДдЕеЖжЗзИиКкЛл 
• МмНнПпРрСсТт 
 
• Tahoma АаБбВвГгДдЕеЖжЗзИиКкЛлМмНнПпРрСсТт 
• Times New Roman АаБбВвГгДдЕеЖжЗзИиКкЛлМмНнПпРрСсТт 
• Verdana 
АаБбВвГгДдЕеЖжЗзИиКкЛлМмНнПпРрСсТт 
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